BATTING KEY
A County Batter should be able to:
Demonstrate a Basic repeatable set up.
Demonstrate a Front and Back Foot Method of shot making.
Demonstrate consistency of contact.
Demonstrate a Fundamental Game Awareness/Plan.
Demonstrate decision making under Pressure.
Demonstrate good Hand Eye Co-ordination.
Demonstrate Ability to Make runs.
1.Never

Foot work F/
B

2.Rarely

3.Occassionally

4.Regularly

5.Consistently

Player fails to
demonstrate any
effective foot
movement on front
and back foot

Players rarely
demonstrates ability to
play on the front foot
and is consistent on
back foot or visa versa

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
play consistently front
foot shots aggressively
and defensively, and
occasionally some ability
to defend on the back
foot.

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to play competently
on both front &
back , but is
inconsistent in
executing attacking
and defensive shots.

Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
play competently off
front & back foot when
playing attacking and
defensive shots

Player fails to
demonstrate ability
to balance

Player rarely
demonstrate balance:
-instance
-at point of release
-point of contact

Player occasionally
demonstrates balance:
-instance
Occasionally
demonstrates balance at
either:
-point of release
-point of contact

Payer regularly
demonstrates
balance:
-instance
-point of release
-during shot
execution.
Player loses balance
occasionally in one
of the above.

Player consistently
shows excellent
balance :
-instance
-point of release
-execution of shot

Player regularly
misses ball or
demonstrates
ineffective contact
with the ball

Player rarely makes
contact with the ball in
the middle of the bat.

Player occasionally
makes contact with the
ball in the middle of the
bat, when either playing
attacking or defensive
shots

Player demonstrates
ability to regularly
make consistent
contact in the middle
of the bat, when both
attacking and
defending.

Player consistently
shows ability to make
contact in the middle of
the bat when palying
attacking and
defensive shots, also
demonstrates excellent
timing.

Player lacks ability to
play correct shot to
delivery and score
runs in match
situation

Player rarely show
ability to play correct
shot to delivery and
rarely scores runs in
match situation.

Player occasionally
shows ability to play
correct shot to delivery
and occasionally scores
runs in match situations.

Player regularly
shows ability to play
correct shot to the
delivery but is
inconsistent when
placed under
pressure.
Player regularly
scores runs, but is
inconsistent in
pressure conditions.

Player consistently
shows ability to play
correct shot to the
delivery. He remains
consistent under
pressure and
consistently scores
runs.

Balance

Contact

Run Scoring

Wicket Keeping KEY
A County Wicket Keeper should be able to:
Demonstrate a Basic repeatable set up with good posture.
Demonstrate the ability to move Multi directional
Demonstrate consistency of catching
Demonstrate a Fundamental Game Awareness/Plan.
Demonstrate good Hand Eye Co-ordination.
1.Never

Posture –
Ability to
move multi
directional

Big catching
area

Strong head
position

Chance
taking

2.Rarely

3.Occassionally

4.Regularly

5.Consistently

Player fails to show
good posture and a
consistent set up
Player fails to
demonstrate any
effective foot
movement

Player Rarely shows
good posture and a
consistent set up
Player Rarely
demonstrates any
effective foot
movement

Player Occasionally
shows good posture and
a consistent set up but
not all the time
Player Occasionally
demonstrates effective
foot movement in
different directions
towards the ball.

Player Regularly
shows good posture
and a consistent set
up but might
occasionally fall out
of position.
Player Regularly
demonstrates
effective foot
movement in
different directions
towards the ball.

Player consistently
demonstrates good
posture and moves
very well towards the
ball.

Player fails to
demonstrate a big
catching area

Player rarely
demonstrates a big
catching area:
-at point of release
-point where ball
passes the bat
-point of catch

Player Occasionally
demonstrates a big
catching area:
-at point of release
-point where ball passes
the bat
-point of catch
Not often all together

Player Regularly
demonstrates a big
catching area:
-at point of release
-point where ball
passes the bat
-point of catch
Often all together

Player has a
consistently big
catching area:
-at point of release
-point where ball
passes the bat
-point of catch

Player regularly has
their head out of line
of the ball and
hands. Eyes aren’t
very level

Player rarely has their
head in the line of the
ball and hands. Eyes
aren’t often very level

Player occasionally has
their head level and inline
with the ball where
possible.

Player demonstrates
ability to regularly
have a consistent
head position when
catching. Eyes level
and in line with the
ball where possible

Player consistently
shows ability to have a
goo head position
when catching. Eyes
level and in line with
the ball where possible

Player lacks ability to
take a chance when
the opportunity
arises

Player rarely show
ability to take a chance
when the opportunity
arises

Player occasionally
shows ability to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises

Player regularly
shows to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises
but is inconsistent
when placed under
pressure.

Player consistently
shows ability to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises.
They are consistent
under pressure

Pace Bowling key
A County Pace Bowler should be able to:
Demonstrate a Repeatable & Safe Action.
Demonstrate two of these Attributes Pace, bounce, Swing/Lateral Movement,
Control
Demonstrate control of line and lengths and variations.
Demonstrate a Fundamental Game Awareness/Plan.
Demonstrate execution of skills under pressure.

Action

Outcome
Movement

Tactical
Mental

Wicket
Taking

1.Never

2.Rarely

3.Occassionally

Player has action that
does not repeat every
delivery
Player has no
momentum towards
target
Player has no balance
at release and no
aggression in approach.

Players rarely repeats
action.
Player rarely bowls
with momentum
towards target.
Player rarely
demonstrates balance
at point of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player fails to
demonstrate any of the
following criteria:
-high pace
-generate bounce
-lateral movement
either of the pitch or
air

Player rarely
demonstrates ability in
any of the following
criteria:
-high pace
-generate bounce
-lateral movement
either of the pitch or
air
Player rarely
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice

Player lacks ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice
Player lacks ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and
angle ,to line and length
of choice.

Player rarely
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and angle
to line and length of
choice.

4.Regularly

5.Consistently

Player occasionally
bowls with an action that
repeats.
Player occasionally
bowls with momentum
towards target.
Player occasionally
demonstrates balance at
point of release and
aggression in approach.

Player regularly
bowls with action
that repeats.
Player regularly
bowls with
momentum towards
the target.
Player regularly
shows balance at
point of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player bowls
consistently with
action that repeats.
Player consistently
bowls with momentum
towards the target.
Player consistently
shows balance at point
of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability in
one or more of the three
following criteria:
-high pace
-generate bounce
-lateral movement
either of the pitch or air
Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length to
their choice

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
in one of the three
following criteria and
show signs of
demonstrating a 2nd :
-high pace
-generate bounce
-lateral movement
either of the pitch
or air
Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to deliver line and
length to their choice

Player regularly
demonstrates two of
the following three
criteria:
-high pace
-generate bounce
-lateral movement
either of the pitch or
air

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in speed,
lateral movement and
angle to line and length
of choice.

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and angle
to line and length of
choice.

Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice
Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and
angle ,to line and
length of choice.

Player lacks ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player lacks ability to
set their own
appropriate field
positions
Player lacks ability to
show positive body
language.

Player rarely shows
ability to demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player rarely shows
ability to set their own
appropriate field
positions
Player rarely shows
ability to show positive
body language.

Player occasionally
shows ability to
demonstrate appropriate
tactics to bowl
successfully in match
situations
Player occasionally
shows ability to set their
own appropriate field
positions
Player occasionally
shows ability to show
positive body language.

Player regularly
shows ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player regularly
shows ability to set
their own appropriate
field positions
Player regularly
shows ability to show
positive body
language.

Player consistently
shows ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player consistently
shows ability to set
their own appropriate
field positions
Player consistently
shows ability to show
positive body
language.

Player lacks ability to
take wickets through
their own doing.

Player rarely takes
wickets through their
own doing.

Player occasionally
takes wickets through
their own doing.

Player regularly
takes wickets
through their own
doing.

Player consistently
takes wickets through
their own doing.

Spin Bowling key
A County Pace Bowler should be able to:
Demonstrate a Repeatable & Safe Action.
Demonstrate Ability to \spin the ball.
Demonstrate Control of line and lengths and variations.
Demonstrate a Fundamental Game Awareness/Plan.
Demonstrate Execution of skills under pressure.
1.Never
Player has action that
does not repeat every
delivery

Action

Player has no
momentum towards
target
Player has no balance
at release and no
aggression in approach.
Player lacks ability to
deliver the ball with
enough rotations to
generate movement of
the pitch. Player lacks
ability to demonstrate
any of the following
criteria:
-curve in the air
-bounce of the pitch
-drop prior to pitching

Outcome
Movement

Player lacks ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice
Player lacks ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and angle to
line and length of
choice.

Player lacks ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations

Tactical
Mental

Player lacks ability to
set their own
appropriate field
positions
Player lacks ability to
show positive body
language.

2.Rarely

3.Occassionally

4.Regularly

5.Consistently

Players rarely repeats
action.
Player rarely bowls
with momentum
towards target.
Player rarely
demonstrates balance
at point of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player occasionally
bowls with an action that
repeats.
Player occasionally
bowls with momentum
towards target.
Player occasionally
demonstrates balance at
point of release and
aggression in approach.

Player regularly
bowls with action
that repeats.
Player regularly
bowls with
momentum towards
the target.
Player regularly
shows balance at
point of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player bowls
consistently with
action that repeats.
Player consistently
bowls with momentum
towards the target.
Player consistently
shows balance at point
of release and
aggression in
approach.

Player rarely
demonstrates ability to
deliver the ball with
enough rotations to
generate movement of
the pitch. Player rarely
demonstrates ability in
any of the following
criteria:
-curve in the air
-bounce of the pitch
-drop prior to
pitching
Player rarely
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice
Player rarely
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and angle,
to line & length of
choice.

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
deliver the ball with
enough rotations to
generate movement of
the pitch. Player
occasionally
demonstrates one or
more of the following
criteria:
-curve in the air
-bounce of the pitch
-drop prior to pitching
Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length to
their choice

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to deliver the ball
with enough
rotations to generate
movement of the
pitch. Player
regularly
demonstrates one or
more of the following
criteria:
-curve in the air
-bounce of the
pitch
-drop prior to
pitching
Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to deliver line and
length to their choice

Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
deliver the ball with
enough rotations to
generate movement of
the pitch. Player
consistently
demonstrates one or
more of the following
criteria:
-curve in the air
-bounce of the pitch
-drop prior to
pitching
Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
deliver line and length
to their choice
Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and angle,
to line & length of
choice.

Player rarely shows
ability to demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player rarely shows
ability to set their own
appropriate field
positions
Player rarely shows
ability to show positive
body language.

Player occasionally
shows ability to
demonstrate appropriate
tactics to bowl
successfully in match
situations
Player occasionally
shows ability to set their
own appropriate field
positions
Player occasionally
shows ability to show
positive body language.

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
deliver variation in speed,
lateral movement and
angle, to line & length of
choice.

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to deliver variation in
speed, lateral
movement and
angle, to line &
length of choice.

Player regularly
shows ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player regularly
shows ability to set
their own appropriate
field positions
Player regularly
shows ability to show
positive body
language.

Player consistently
shows ability to
demonstrate
appropriate tactics to
bowl successfully in
match situations
Player consistently
shows ability to set
their own appropriate
field positions
Player consistently
shows ability to show
positive body
language.

Wicket
Taking

Player lacks ability to
take wickets through
their own doing.

Player rarely takes
wickets through their
own doing.

Player occasionally
takes wickets through
their own doing.

Player regularly
takes wickets
through their own
doing.

Player consistently
takes wickets through
their own doing.

Fielding KEY
A County Batter should be able to:
Demonstrate attacking the ball and releasing quickly.
Demonstrate good movement in different directions.
Demonstrate the ability to squat low when pick the ball up.
Demonstrate a strong base catching where possible with head
and hands working together
Demonstrate a side on position when throwing with a wide base
Demonstrate good Hand Eye Co-ordination.
Demonstrate Ability to take chances.
1.Never

2.Rarely

3.Occassionally

4.Regularly

5.Consistently

Ground –
Attack the
ball and
move Multi
directional

Player fails to
demonstrate any
positive and
effective foot
movement towards
the ball

Players rarely
demonstrates ability to
have positive and
effective foot
movement towards the
ball

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
have positive and
effective foot movement
towards the ball

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to have positive and
effective foot
movement towards
the ball in a number
of different directions

Player consistently
demonstrates ability to
have positive and
effective foot
movement towards the
ball in a number of
different directions

Catch –
Strong base
where
possible,
head and
hands
working
together

Player fails to
demonstrate ability
to get into good
positions to catch
the ball and fails to
get their hands and
head into good
positions

Player rarely
demonstrate ability to
get into good positions
to catch the ball and
rarely gets their hands
and head into good
positions

Player occasionally
demonstrates ability to
get into good positions to
catch the ball and
occasionally gets their
hands and head into
good positions. Chances
taken is very
inconsistent.

Player regularly
demonstrates ability
to get into good
positions to catch the
ball and regularly
gets their hands and
head into good
positions. They often
take chances

Player Consistently
demonstrates ability to
get into good positions
to catch the ball and
gets their hands and
head into good
positions. They take
majority of chances.

Player regularly has
a poor position to
throw from, never
gets rid of the ball
quickly and has little
power or accuracy

Player often has a
poor position to throw
from, rarely gets rid of
the ball quickly and
has limited power or
accuracy

Player occasionally has a
good position to throw
from, sometimes gets rid
of the ball quickly and
has power or accuracy at
times

Player Regularly has
a good position to
throw from and gets
rid of the ball quickly
and has power or
accuracy at times

Player consistently has
a good position to
throw from and gets rid
of the ball quickly and
has power or accuracy

Player lacks ability to
take a chance when
the opportunity
arises

Player rarely show
ability to take a chance
when the opportunity
arises

Player occasionally
shows ability to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises

Player regularly
shows to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises
but is inconsistent
when placed under
pressure.

Player consistently
shows ability to take a
chance when the
opportunity arises.
They are consistent
under pressure

Throw –
Side on,
quick
release

Chance
taking

